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Abstract

Exploiting stepping-stones to launch attacks has been widely used by most professional attackers.
There are two reasons for doing this: first, it is hard to detect intrusion via stepping-stones; second,
even though such intrusions can be detected, it is almost impossible to capture the intruders. There
have been many algorithms developed to detect stepping-stone intrusion. In this paper, we propose
a novel approach to detect stepping-stone intrusion by modelling and identifying encrypted network
traffic of a host. Commonly, attackers use Secure Shell (SSH) to hide their identity. SSH securely
connects two hosts together and encrypts their interactions. One connection of SSH leads to another
on a different host, and again until the attacker becomes untraceable from a victim host. The previ-
ous work detecting a stepping-stone by viewing the lengths of encrypted packets assumed that the
encryption algorithm used for both encryptions would remain the same. In this research, we explore
an algorithm to determine if a host is used as a stepping-stone by focusing on the length sequences of
incoming and outgoing packets under heterogeneous encryption algorithms. The performance of the
algorithm proposed was assessed by experiments over the Internet. The results show that the average
match rate for relayed connections was in the range of 94% to 96%, but for un-relayed connections,
the average match rate never rose above 15%, and was often much lower.

Keywords: Stepping-stone, Intrusion detection, Modelling network traffic, Heterogeneous packet
encryption

1 Introduction

Due to the emerging of computer networks, and especially the Internet that was open to the public use in
the early of 1990s, remotely accessing a computing host became much easier than before. This change
brings us benefits and convenience in terms of exploiting computing system, but also put most of the
servers under the risk of attacking. Since the end of 1990s, more and more attackers, esp. professional
hackers, launched their attacks via compromised computing hosts. One obvious benefit of doing so is to
avoid detection and capturing. In this type of attack, attackers make a TCP connection chain to connect
the comprised computing hosts. Attackers launch their attacks to victims behind such a connection chain.
The longer a connection is, the better protection provided. The computer hosts compromised by attackers
to make a TCP connection chain are called stepping-stones [1]. The attacks launched via stepping-stones
are called stepping-stone intrusion (SSI).
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Since 1995, especially after 2000, many algorithms have been proposed and developed to detect
stepping-stone intrusions. The methods proposed to detect stepping-stone intrusion can be divided into
two categories: host-based, and network-based. The basic idea of host-based methods is to decide if a
host is used as a stepping-stone by monitoring and comparing its incoming and outgoing network traffic.
In other words, if the incoming network traffic of a host matches with any outgoing traffic, the computing
host is highly suspicious to be compromised as a stepping-stone. Of course, this may introduce false-
positive errors because some legal network applications may make use of one or two stepping-stones.
The basic idea of network-based stepping-stone intrusion detection (SSID) is to estimate the length of
the TCP connection chain between attackers and victims. If the number of compromised hosts, which is
also the length of a TCP connection chain, is more than three, it is highly suspicious that the connection
chain is used for SSI. The reason that number “Three” is used by most researchers is we found that most
legal network applications rarely use three or more hosts to access its targets. One common sense is that
the longer a connection chain is, the slower the computer network communication. So legal applications
rarely access a remote server via a connection chain involving three or more than three hosts due to
inefficient network communication.

Network-based SSID methods include the following approaches. The first approach is to estimate
the length of a downstream connection chain via processing network packets proposed by K. Yung, [2]
in 2002. The second one is the step-function proposed by J. Yang, etc. [3] in 2004. The third one is the
clustering-partitioning approach proposed by J. Yang [4] in 2007. The fourth approach is to mine network
traffic with the k-Means to estimate the length of a TCP connection chain [5] proposed by L. Wang, etc.,
in 2021. The most recent one is the algorithm to estimate the length of a downstream connection using
packet crossover [6] proposed by L. Wang, etc.

K. Yung [2] proposed an approach to detect stepping-stone intrusion by estimating the length of a
downstream connection chain. His idea is to use the length of the connection chain from the sensor
to its adjacent connected host to estimate the length of the connection from a sensor to the target host.
We assume Host i is the sensor where a detection program resides. The objective of the algorithm is
to estimate the length of the connection from Host i to the target Host n. If a Send packet is sent from
Host i to Host n via Host i+1, the packet must be acknowledged first by Host i+1 which is immediately
following Host i in the connection established by intruders. We compute the RTT (round-trip time)
between the Send packet and its corresponding ACK from the adjacent host along the connection chain.
We denote this one as ACK-RTT. The Send packet arrives at Host n which is the end of the connection
chain, then be echoed. When the Echo packet is received by the sensor, it is trivial to compute the RTT
between the Send and the Echo packet which is denoted as ECHO-RTT. The ratio between ACK-RTT
and ECHORTT can approximately estimate the length of the downstream connection chain from the
sensor. The more the ratio is close to zero, the longer the downstream connection chain is.

K. Yung’s method cannot estimate the length of a connection accurately. The measure bar ACK-RTT
may introduce false negative or positive errors. If ACK-RTT is large enough to dominate the length
of the whole connection chain, the ratio between ACK-RTT and ECHO-RTT would be large enough to
make us conclude that there is no stepping-stone at all even though there are more than three connections
in the connection chain. On the contrary, if ACK-RTT is very small, even though there is only one
connection in the chain, the ratio between ACK-RTT and ECHO-RTT might be small which leads to a
stepping-stone intrusion detected.

The best way to detect stepping-stone intrusion is to estimate the length of the downstream connec-
tion chain accurately. Using step-functions is one way to estimate the length of a connection chain in a
LAN accurately. In a LAN, packets captured are easy to be matched since there is no packets crossover.
Each request can match its immediate following response. If we can monitor a connection chain from
the beginning which has only one connection to the time which has n connections, we match all the Send
packets with all the Echo packets and compute all the corresponding RTTs. We found that all the RTTs
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can form different steps if we put them in a two dimensional coordinate system.
Step-functions can work well in a LAN. It cannot get good performance in the Internet context. Most

intruders use the Internet to launch their attacks through stepping-stones. The clustering-partitioning
algorithm [4] can detect stepping-stone in the Internet through accurately estimating the length of a long
connection chain.

The idea behind this algorithm is that the RTTs of different Send packets, from connection chains
with the same length must be bounded and clustered around one center. If we monitor a connection chain
from the beginning to the end and collect all the Send and Echo packets, we know it cannot directly match
each Send with its immediate following Echo due to requests and responses crossover. But it is clear that
each Send must match with one Echo after the Send packet. Even though we do not know which Echo
is the one to match which Send, we can compute all the time differences between the Send and all the
Echoes after the Send. One of the differences must be the RTT we seek. If we do the same computation
for each Send, we get a time difference set. If we mine the set, the RTTs representing different length of
the connection chain could be partitioned in different clusters.

In 2021, Dr. L. Wang, etc. proposed an efficient approach to estimate the length of connection
chain by mining network traffic using the k-means clustering. This method overcomes then existing
approaches for connection-chain-based SSID either are not effective or require a large number of TCP
packets to be captured and processed. The algorithm proposed in [5] can accurately determine the length
of a connection chain without requiring a large number of packets collected. This method does not work
effectively if there are many outliers in the packets’ RTTs.

In [6], Dr. L. Wang, etc., proposed to make use of packet crossover to estimate the length of the
downstream connection of a connection chain. Packet crossover is a defined as a phenomenon in which a
new Send (request) packet meets an Echo (response) packet of a previous Send packet along the connec-
tion chain between a client host and a server host. The proposed detection algorithm does not require a
large number of TCP packets captured and processed, and thus it is efficient. It was verified in the paper
that the length of a downstream connection chain strictly increases with the packet crossover ratio.

Host-based SSID methods include many different approaches. The algorithm proposed in this paper
belongs to Host-based SSID. We will summarize briefly the host-based SSID approaches developed
since 1995. The initial idea of the algorithm proposed in this paper was first published in the proceedings
of 36th International conference version on advanced information networking and applications. In this
paper, we present the improvements we did from the conference version.

In 1995, Staniford Chen [7] proposed to use “content-thumbprint” of the incoming and outgoing
traffic of a host to determine if the host is used as stepping-stone. A content-thumbprint is a 24-byte
signature of the payload of a packet regardless the payload size. Different payloads may share the same
signature if the hash function is not well designed. This may incur collision issue and bring false-positive
errors. Fortunately, Mr. Chen carefully designed the hash function to avoid the collision issue. His
method does not work for encrypted sessions, such as a TCP connection chain made by using OpenSSH.
Dr. Y.Zhang and V. Paxson proposed a “time-thumbprint” [1] approach for SSID in 2000. A time-
thumbprint is generated based on packets’ timestamps which are determined by the clock of a computing
host, and it is independent of packets’ payloads. This method applies to encrypted sessions for SSID.
However, a time-thumbprint may be affected by intruders’ manipulation, such as time-jittering and/or
chaff-perturbation. K. Yoda et al. [8] proposed a session deviation-based detection approach by setting
up monitors for packets at many nodes on the Internet to store attackers’ activities. It suffers from the
similar issues as the time-thumbprint method. In 2004, Dr. A. Blum et al. proposed a Detect-Attacks-
Chaff SSID (DAC SSID) [9] by counting the number of packets of a connection. Dr. Blum employed the
idea from Computational Learning Theory and conducted analysis using the concept of random walks.
Blum’s method for SSID used the idea that two sessions are relayed if and only if the difference between
the packet numbers in the two sessions is bounded above. Blum’s method does not work effectively in
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Figure 1: An example connection chain

resisting to intruders’ evasion manipulation with chaff-perturbation as the upper bound for the number
of monitored packets is huge.

Dr. J. Yang, et al. proposed to employ random walk for SSID and resist attackers’ session ma-
nipulation [10]. Two improved approaches based on random walk were proposed in 2015, and 2016
respectively. One is RTT-based random walk algorithm to detect stepping-stone intrusion [11], another
one is packet cross-matching with RTT-based random walk for SSID [12]. All the above three algorithms
can resist intruders’ chaff-perturbation to a certain degree. Dr. L. Wang, et al. proposed a framework to
test resistency of detection algorithms for stepping-stone intrusion on time-jittering session manipulation
[13].

In 2021, Dr. J. Yang, et al. proposed an approach of modelling network traffic and exploiting
encrypted packets to detect stepping-stone intrusion [14]. In order to exploit the encrypted packets of
the incoming and outgoing connection of a host, Dr. J. Yang, et al. assumed that the two connections
use the same encryption algorithm, which may not always be true. Dr. J. Yang improved the algorithm
published in [14] to make it work regardless if the encryption algorithms from incoming and outgoing
connections respectively are the same or not. The initial result was published in the proceedings of 36th
International Conference on Advanced Information Networking and Applications, Sydney, Australia,
April, 2022 [15]. In this paper, we redesign the algorithms to “Find Potential Sequence Match”, and
“Select Best Matches” to improve the SSI detection rate. We introduce two important skills to improve
the SSID performance: Crossover and Shorten. “Crossover” is used to determine if a potential range
overlaps with an already selected Range. “Shorten” method can reduce the size of a range until it no
longer has crossover, potentially reducing the range to empty. In addition to the above updates, more
detail testing results to verify the proposed approach are presented in this paper.

The rest of the paper is laid out as the following. Preliminaries will be given in Section 2. In Section
3, we present the way to identify an encrypted packet. We will discuss the approach to model network
traffic in Section 4. The detection algorithm details are introduced in Section 5. Experimental results and
its analysis are presented in Section 6. We conclude the whole paper and point out the future research
work in Section 7.

Professional Hackers’ propensity to use stepping-stone intrusion is a well-documented facet of cyber-
security. In our attempts to detect this method of hiding an attacker’s IP, it is useful to have an example
model of a connection chain to more accurately refer to the parts of it. The figure below is one such
model. For this example, where Host 0 is the attacker and Host N is the victim (where malicious activity
is likely occurring), Host i is what we consider our “sensor” node, that is, the node where we attempt
stepping-stone detection.
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1.1 SSH Connection Chain

The SSH protocol allows secure, encrypted connections to a host running an SSH server. Attackers
use sequential SSH protocols to create a “chain” of hosts that transmits commands from an attacker
to a victim. Each connection in a chain is separately encrypted, and the unencrypted data cannot be
accessed at any stage. One benefit for an attacker of a stepping-stone connection is that the attacker’s IP
is incredibly difficult to trace back from the victim.

Each “stone” in the connection only knows it has an incoming and outgoing SSH connection, but
does not know if the connections match, or the IP addresses of stones not adjacent to itself. An attacker
who wishes to use stepping-stone intrusion usually will use 3 or more individual “stones”, often in
geographically diverse locations, to create a very difficult trace path leading back to them.

1.2 Send and Echo Definition

Important topics to discuss for studying SSH connections are TCP headers, IP headers, and SSH packet
formation and encryption. Both the TCP and IP header, since they are below the application layer on the
OSI model, remain unencrypted, and can be used to match packets.

A TCP header contains the essential information for a reliable connection, like ports, sequence and
acknowledgement numbers and other flags. The IP header contains the source and destination IP, as
well as other data. Since we know where the TCP header ends, it is trivial to calculate the length of the
enclosed data, that is, the length of an SSH packet.

While all SSH packets are essentially created the same, we need to define crucial differences between
packets that will be used in this research. The first and most important difference is between Send and
Echo packets. When plaintext is enclosed into SSH packets, we then will distinguish them based on
where they depart from. A Send packet is a packet that travels from Host 0 (client side) towards the
SSH server of Host N, that is in the direction of the victim. A packet traveling from the SSH server
of Host N towards Host 0, or from the victim towards the attacker, is an Echo packet. An echo
packet usually contains a repeat, or confirmation, of the message sent by the corresponding Send packet.
So, a Send packet leaves Host 0, travels to Host N, and then a corresponding Echo packet, with the exact
same, or different plaintext, is sent back to Host 0 from Host N.

The other type of Echo packet is a “Data-Echo packet”(or just Data packet). This is a packet that
returns from the victim host where a command is executed containing information that is a response for
the command execution (ex. The plaintext: “Document Downloads Pictures etc.. . . ” is contained in the
Data-Echo packets returned when the victim host executes an “ls” command). For the purpose of this
paper, the term “Echo packet” will always refer to a packet repeating the command from a send packet.
The term Data packet or Data-Echo packet will be used to refer to packets containing the response for an
executed command.

1.3 Packet Encryption

In SSH, packet encryption is performed using one of several ciphers. Before performing this encryption,
the application creates a basic SSH packet. This packet contains several fields. The first is a 4-byte
field that contains the length of the packet in bytes. The second is an one-byte field for padding length,
containing the length of the padding in bytes, then two fields, payload and padding, of variable length. It
may also contain a MAC field.

The Payload field is where the data, or the plaintext, of the message is stored, with each letter of
plaintext being stored as a standard one-byte char. The padding field is slightly more complex. A certain
amount of random padding is added in order to lengthen the packet to a certain total length. The amount
of padding added should increase the total length of the first four fields combined (excluding a
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Figure 2: The structure of an SSH packet

Figure 3: An example of packet lengths across encryption algorithms

MAC) to a multiple of either 8 or the cipher block size, whichever is larger. So if the cipher block
size is 16, the total length must be a multiple of 16 (16, 32, 48, etc.). If the cipher block size was 4 or
had no block size (see stream cipher’s), the total length must be a multiple of 8 (8, 16, 24, 32, 40, etc.).
Once the packet is generated in plaintext, it is encrypted using the session key agreed upon by the client
and the server. The first four fields must be encrypted, and as it often is, the MAC varies.

Once this packet is fully generated, it is then passed down the OSI model, adding a TCP header, IP
header, etc. Then it is sent to the next host along the connection chain. When an encrypted packet is
received at a sensor or an intermediate host, the packet is not fully unencrypted down to its plaintext, but
a new SSH packet is made, and the payload is moved to the new packet’s payload field. New padding
is generated, and the packet is encrypted again using the session key from the next connection. This
means that each individual connection (i-1 to i, and i to i+1) is separately encrypted.

For example, say we had an attacker, Host A, set up a connection using chacha20 to our sensor, Host
B, and then another connection using aes256-gcm to the victim, Host C. When a packet is sent, it would
be encrypted with chacha20, sent to host B, where it is then unencrypted, re-encrypted in aes256-gcm,
and then sent to Host C.

This process essentially means that we have no guarantee that a packet entering and leaving a
host will have the same length, even if the unencrypted plaintext is the exact same.

1.4 The Length of an Encrypted Packet with Different Encryption Algorithms

What we do know when looking at SSH packets, is that when multiple packets with the same amount of
plaintext (the same number of chars) are encrypted, they will have the same encrypted packet length.
If we know these lengths, we can estimate the number of characters present in any given packet. This
occurs because of the combination of two factors: the length of any given character is always one-byte,
and the length of a packet will always be padded to a multiple of a certain, knowable value. This means
that upon testing, we get results like the ones below.

As we can observe in ??, the number of plaintext characters used in any packet encrypted by a given
cipher has a predictable, consistent packet length. What’s more, when we compare the differing packet
lengths of the 6 ciphers that are available for use in the baseline installation of OpenSSH (the most
commonly used SSH software), we find that the total difference in the length of an encrypted packet
with the same amount of plaintext will never exceed 8 bytes. This again is due to the combination
of two factors: the padding will always increase the packet length to a multiple of a certain value, and
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the maximum that this value can be with these baseline ciphers is 16. This second fact is based on all
included ciphers having a block size of 16 bytes or less. While this holds true for all useable ciphers, then
we know for a fact that the difference in length not exceeding 8 bytes will stay true. While seemingly
inconsequential, this deduction is incredibly important in our ability to match packets and will be used
often.

1.5 Critical Definitions of Packets

Finally, we will briefly review some critical definitions for the following analysis. The first of these is a
match packet. A match packet refers to a packet that is observed entering a sensor, and then leaving the
sensor (After having been decrypted, reformed, and re-encrypted as described section 2.3). Our ability
to find match packets is critical in determining if a sensor is being used as a stepping-stone. Knowing
that a packet matches another means it must be part of a connection chain, which usually means it is part
of a stepping-stone intrusion.

A Minimum Length packet is one that has the minimum number of characters (1 character/one-byte)
present as the payload of the packet. These packets are the shortest length possible for their respective
cipher. This terminology is important because, when typing normally in a terminal into a connection
chain, each individual character will be sent as a separate minimum length packet. This behavior
is important to packet sequencing and will be discussed further in Sections 4 and 5.

Finally, it is important to note the distinctions of an exit packet. An exit packet is a packet with the
SSH command “exit”. This packet is executed slightly different to other packets. If a chain from host 0
to host N is created, when the exit command is issued (the enter key is pressed with “exit” currently in
the terminal), it will travel down the connection chain as a normal packet until reaching host N-1. The
exit command will then be executed on host N-1, not host N. This means the exit packet will not be
sent to the last host and will not necessarily have a matching echo packet. This is important to note,
as not understanding this can cause confusion when some of the last packets in a sequence can match up
differently from a standard send-echo relationship.

2 Identifying Encrypted Packet

In order to successfully modelling a sensor’s traffic in a way that can be used to determine if it is being
used as a stepping-stone, we must focus on finding Match packets (described in section 2.5). To find these
Match packets, we use certain identifying features of packets. We focus on four key characteristics:
whether a packet is a send or echo packet, packet length, the number of identical length sequential
packets, and the timestamp of the packet. All four of these characteristics are simple to find, and the
process of finding them will be expanded upon later.

The Send or Echo state of a packet is the simplest field to use. An incoming Send packet can only ever
be matched with an outgoing Send packet, vice versa. Packet Length is slightly more complex to use,
as different algorithms present different length packets for identical plaintext, but as stated above: two
packets with identical plaintext, when encrypted with different algorithms, will always have a difference
in length of 8 bytes or less1. Therefore, any packet with a greater difference is not a matched packet.

The crux of this method is the number of Identical Length Sequential Packets: the number of con-
secutive packets with the same length. So, 4 minimum length consecutive packets would be recorded as
such. By separating these sequences whenever a command is executed, we can create highly accurate
sequences of packets that identify two connections.

1This assumption always holds true given that none of the allowed ciphers have a block size exceeding 16 bytes. All standard
ciphers are block size 16 or less. This difference value must be increased if allowed ciphers have a larger block size.
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Figure 4: An example of packet nestling

The timestamp is important because we can match packets up across a sensor because they perform
a process of “nestling”. Nestling is the process where Host B receives a Send packet, sends its own send
packet to Host C, received Host C’s Echo packet, and then sends its own Echo packet back to Host A.
The important factor we can observe in this nesting behavior is that: an incoming Send packet can only
be matched to an outgoing Send packet with a later timestamp, and an incoming Echo packet can only be
matched to an outgoing Echo packet with a later timestamp. Based on this behavior, we can accurately
identify encrypted packets and their associate match packets

3 Modeling Network Traffic

3.1 ILSPS Creation

We model network traffic by creating a list of Identical Length Sequential Packets Series (ILSPS’s). An
example sequence created with this model will be a list as such:

{· · ·
{SEND/ECHO,numPackets, packetLength,startT S,endT S},
{SEND/ECHO,numPackets, packetLength,startT S,endT S},
· · ·}

A single member of the above list is referred to as an ILSPS. An ILSPS is composed of the following
fields:

• SEND/ECHO simply lists whether the ILSPS is a sequence of Send packets or Echo packets.
Current work can only use Send packet sequencing, due to complex and inconsistent behavior
exhibited by echo packets2, but the implementation leaves room for future improvement.

• The ‘numPackets’ field lists the number of sequential, identical, packets of the element. Four
identical minimum length packets can be noted by a “4” in this field.

• The field ‘packetLength’ lists the length of the packets.

• The ‘startTS’ field notes the timestamp of the first packet that makes up this element, while the
‘endTS’ field notes the last packet’s timestamp. If the ‘numPackets’ field is 1, then these two fields
will have the same value.

When creating the elements, but not when recording them, they also have an additional field with
one of 3 values: UNCAPPED, PARTCAPPED, or CAPPED. This value is used to determine whether

2Echo packets sometimes will “separate” or “reform” at nodes. This is believed to be based on the time in between a packet
being received and sent out, but as of yet occurs into inconsistent a manner for effective use of Echo packet matching.
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the next packet looked at is eligible to be included in this element. When we determine that a command
has been executed, we change the values to CAPPED, so that the next sequence of packets begins a new
element. In this way, we divide the elements up by whenever a command is invoked. This creates a
sequence of ILSPS which is unique to the set of commands and the connection that the attacker
uses.

To create the sequence, we look at each packet individually. If the packet is a Send packet, it is added
to the sequence. If the packet is an Echo packet, it affects the current sequence’s CAPPED value. For
Send packets, if the packet matches the length of the current UNCAPPED or PARTCAPPED element,
then the ‘numPackets’ field of the element is increased, and the ‘endTS’ field is set equal to this packet’s
timestamp. In any other case, we create a new element using this packet. The field ‘numPackets’ is
initialized to one, ‘packetLength’ is the length of the packet, and both ‘startTS’ and ’endTS’ are set
equal to this packet’s timestamp. Either way, we then move to the next packet.

There are two criteria for Echo packets causing element capping. The first is receiving an Echo packet
with a different length than the previous Send packet. When this occurs, it means data has been sent that is
not a strict echo message, usually a response to a user’s command (ex. “Documents Downloads Pictures
etc. . . ” as a response to an “ls” command). Receiving this Echo packet immediately switches the current
element to CAPPED, and begins a new sequence. The second criteria is if multiple correct length packets
are received. When an Echo packet with a correct length is received, we designate the current element as
PARTCAPPED. If another Echo packet with a correct length is received, before another send is received,
we then change it to CAPPED. The reason for this is that sometimes the data echoed as a response to
a command has the same packet length as the previous Send packet. This causes an issue where even
though response data is received, it is only seen as a strict Echo packet, so the element would not be
CAPPED.

A current issue with this method lies with exit packets (A packet with an “exit” message). An exit
packet will be executed on the Sensor node, instead of the destination node. So, if an attacker at Host A
sends an exit packet to a sensor at Host B, the packet is sent as plaintext normally, but the command is
then performed at Host B to close the connection, not at Host C. This means that when there is an exit
packet, the sequences of an incoming connection and an outgoing connection will look slightly different
at the end of the sequences. This issue is difficult to manage, as it is impossible to know what an exit
packet is just by viewing the incoming connection. Thankfully, these account for a small fraction of the
total packets sent, so the Exit packet lowers the accuracy with a negligible amount for sequences with
more than 20 packets. Therefore, we treat the echo packet error rate as negligible.

3.2 Timestamp Basling

Since, for the purposes of testing, we must collect the data at individual times, we do run into the problem
of the timestamps being incomparable. For instance, every timestamp from Test 3 must be after every
timestamp from Test 2. For reasons that will become clear in Section 5, this prevents us from performing
accurate comparison to test the strength of the algorithm. To the end of having comparable data, we
perform a process of “Timestamp baseline” where we take the first timestamp in a sequence of ILSPS,
set it to 0, and then subtract the initial timestamp from every other in the sequence. This means that all
sequences will effectively start from 0 ns, and we will be able to compare them as we will see in the
following section.
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Figure 5: Select match Algorithm

4 Detecting Stepping-stone Intrusion

Once each connection has been turned into a list of ILSPS’s, we then attempt to match this list to other
lists. For example, we would compare “incomingConnection1” with “outgoingConnection3” to see if
their lists indicate they may be a relayed connection.

4.1 Find Potential Sequence Matches

Once we have all sequences prepared, we then compare each incoming sequence to each outgoing se-
quence, line by line. For each set of two element, the ‘numPackets’ fields must match exactly, the ‘pack-
etLength’ fields must be within 8 of each other, and both incoming timestamps (startTS and endTS) must
be before their respective outgoing timestamps of the other element.

Once each connection has been turned into a list of ILSPS’s, we then attempt to match this list to
other lists. For example, we would compare “incomingConnection1” with “outgoingConnection3” to
see if their lists indicate they may be a relayed connection.

If all the above fields are within their respective parameters, then the elements are considered to be
matching, the total number of matching packets for this specific sequence comparison is increased by an
amount equal to the ‘numPackets’ field. Regardless of the matching status, the total number of compared
packets is increased by the ‘numPackets’ field as well.

4.1.1 Wholly Within

In the Algorithm 1 pseudocode “Find Potential Matches”, we have the line “If INRange is NOT fully
contained in previous Match” This line refers to the “WhollyWithin” function. If the range currently
being checked is fully within ANY previous selected Range, we will not choose that line, ex. Range(3,7)
is fully within Range(1,10). There are two reasons for this function: A large range is a better indicator of
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Figure 6: Select match Algorithm2

a relayed connection than a shorter range, and it greatly reduces the computational speed of the algorithm
in future steps.

4.2 Select Best Matches

Once we have selected a sequence of Potential Matches, we then must determine which of these Matches
will be used for the result calculation. To do this, the Algorithm 2 “Select Correct Matches” picks
Matches from the set of Potential Matches.

4.2.1 Crossover and Shorten

In selecting the correct Matches, we have two important functions: Crossover and Shorten. The first,
Crossover, is used to determine if a potential range overlaps with an already selected Range. For example,
the potential Range(1,9) would crossover with the already selected Range(8,16). This can also occur in
the case where a range, say Range(8,12), is used twice, but is matched with two distinct ranges on the
outgoing side, ex. Range(9,13) and Range(37,41). Obviously, the same packets cannot be used as part
of two separate sequences matches, so the Crossover function detects this.

To remedy this problem, we use the Shorten method. This method will reduce the size of a range
until it no longer has crossover, potentially reducing the range to empty. The Shorten operation will apply
on both parts of the Match, and will reduce the associated range in the same manner. Ex. if incoming
Range(7,12) is reduced to Range(8,10), then outgoing Range(8,13) is also reduced in the same manner,
to Range(9,11). If at the end of this operation, the Range is smaller than the MinumMatchLength chosen
for the program, the range is automatically discarded.
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Together, these two functions ensure that the same ILSPS is not used twice, for incoming or outgoing
connections, which would compromise the efficiency of the program.

4.3 Match Weighting

Initially, the program treated every ILSP as worth the same, they would be measured, and ultimately
the number of correct matches would be divided by the number of total matches, to get an accuracy
percentage. Over testing, we found that the more sequential packets in an ILSP, the better an indicator
it was, and therefore the more weight it should be given. As such, we instead calculate the total number
of packets within all the ILSP’s of a connection, and divide the matched number of packets by the total
number of packets, which gives us a weighted result that is a much better indicator of relayed connections.

4.4 Result Determination

Once each comparison is processed, the data is output, showing the matching rates of individual connec-
tions, as well as average matching rates for types of connections. While we know which connections are
actually relayed in the data, the program does not, and indicates there is a relayed connection when the
matching percentage is above 75%, and an unrelated otherwise.

5 Experimental Results and Analysis

5.1 Experimental Setup

In order to test our algorithm, we devised a basic setup consisting of 8 hosts (7 connections) using the
SSH protocol, and recorded data at every incoming and outgoing connection. This setup used a local host
(CCT30), and then 7 external hosts using AWS servers AWS1, AWS2, . . ., AWS7 from Amazon cloud.
The connection chain is CCT30 → AWS1 → AWS2 → AWS3 → AWS4 → AWS5 → AWS6 → AWS7.
All the traffic generate at CCT30, and finally come to AWS7 via stepping-stones AWS1 to AWS6. We
collect network traffic at the incoming and outgoing connections of each host of AWS1 to AWS6. These
hosts were geographically distributed to create a more realistic testing environment. Table 1 shows all
the AWS servers’ geographic location, and other information.

Server
Name

OS Public IP Ad-
dress

Private IP Ad-
dress

Geographic Lo-
cation

AWS1 Ubuntu 34.239.127.118 172.31.86.245 Virginia, USA
AWS2 Ubuntu 52.59.96.142 172.31.29.198 Frankfurt, Ger-

many
AWS3 Ubuntu 18.133.230.26 172.31.39.118 London, UK
AWS4 Ubuntu 52.60.79.102 173.31.12.163 Vancouver,

Canada
AWS5 Ubuntu 52.194.232.92 172.31.0.70 Tokyo, Japan
AWS6 Ubuntu 34.248.116.10 172.31.32.141 Dublin, Ireland
AWS7 Ubuntu 52.67.153.198 172.31.13.98 San Paulo, Brazil

Table 1: AWS servers’ IP and geographic location

5.2 Experimental Data Collection

For data collection, we used a separate local host (CCT31) located in the Lab of Computer Science,
Columbus State University, to collect the data at every point, we used the tcpdump command as follows
for incoming connections,
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Figure 7: tcp dump command

In both cases, “xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx” referred to the hosts own ip address, and X referred to the appreci-
ate attack/test number. We ran these commands on all the hosts in the chain (only outgoing and incoming
for the first and last links, respectively) to compile the data.

5.3 Experimental Data Processing

After the data was fully collected, we processed the data in preparation for analysis. We first used the
method of ILSPS creation at detailed in Section 4, along with the timestamp baselining process. Once
we had the ILSPS’ we run the data through the packet sequencing method we detailed in Section 5 to the
received results.

5.4 Experimental Results and Analysis

A set of three attacking scenarios were designed [14] in order to test the effectiveness of this algorithm.
The three attackers use three different scripts to access a victim in three different tasks. The first attacker
logs into the victim as a root user, accesses and downloads the shadow file from the ./etc directory. The
second attacker opens a file already in the victim machine and appends data onto it. The third attacker
deletes and creates a modified version of a file already on the victim computer. The command scripts
used by the three attackers are listed below, respectively:
First attacking scenario:
pwd
whoami
sudo su
ls
cd /etc
ls -a
scp -p shadow attacker usernameattacker IP:/home/seed/Documents exit

Second attacking scenario:
whoami
pwd
cd /home/seed/Documents
ls
nano text file.txt ls
cat hello.txt
exit

Third attacking scenario:
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whoami
pwd
cd /home/seed/Documents
ls
nano hello.txt
ls
cat hello.txt
exit

Each attack spanned a chain of 8 hosts as we mentioned before, 6 of which performed packet match-
ing detection to verify the performance of stepping-stone detection algorithm proposed, and each at-
tacking scenario was performed in 10 separate tests. For these attacks, an incoming connection of a
particular test was compared with the outgoing attacks of its respective tests. The correct connection (ex.
Attack1-Test4 with Attack1-Test4) match rate was determined as well as the incorrect connection (ex.
Attack1-Test4 with Attack3-Test4) match rate. The following Table 2 to Table 7 show the testing results
from ASW1-AWS6 respectively. In the tables, we use short name AK representing Attacking Scenario,
and T is the short name of “Test”. Each table shows the match rate between the incoming connection of
attacking scenario x (x=1, 2, 3), such as AK1 (attacking scenario 1, x=1), and the outgoingconnection
of all the three attacking scenarios, such as AK1, AK2, and AK3. Apparently, AK1 matches with AK1,
but not matching with AK2, or AK3. Similar results hold for AK2, AK3 matching with AK1, AK2,
and AK3. In each of the following table, the column in red color shows the matching rate for matched
attacking scenario, and the columns in black color show the matching rate for unmatched attacking sce-
narios. We use Table 2 as an example to help readers understand the results. In Table 2, the first three
columns shows the match rate between the incoming connection of attacking scenario 1 and the outgo-
ing connection of attacking scenario 1, scenario 2, and scenario 3 respectively. Similarly, the second and
the third four columns present the match rate for attacking scenario 2, and scenario 3 respectively. The
column in red color of the first four columns shows the match rate between the incoming connection and
the outgoing connection of attacking scenario 1 (a relayed connection) is above 90%, but match rate for
un-relayed connection is below 12%. Similar results can be obtained from other tables. In Table 8, it
shows the average match rate for all 10 tests of all the AWS servers.

AK1 AK1 AK2 AK3 AK2 AK1 AK2 AK3 AK3 AK1 AK2 AK3
T1 99.06 0 11.21 T1 0 98.36 9.01 T1 0 10.45 91.50
T2 99.12 0 0 T2 0 97.26 21.91 T2 0 0 96.47
T3 99.12 0 9.64 T3 0 81.11 7.77 T3 5.44 4.08 91.83
T4 96.24 0 3.75 T4 0 96.92 9.23 T4 0 5.16 99.35
T5 94.87 0 0 T5 0 96.92 0 T5 0 5.29 99.33
T6 95.41 0 0 T6 0 96.22 13.2 T6 0 2.43 97.56
T7 99.13 10.43 0 T7 0 90.00 8.57 T7 6 4 99.33
T8 99.16 0 0 T8 0 92.20 6.48 T8 0 0 96.81
T9 92.91 0 0 T9 0 90.14 8.45 T9 8.67 0 97.10
T10 91.11 0 10 T10 0 97.33 20 T10 10.22 3.4 95.45

Table 2: Testing match rate results at AWS1

This simple Tests scenario demonstrates the strength of the algorithm. The average match rate for
relayed connections was in the range of 94% to 96%. The lowest matching rate found for any relayed
connection was 82.35%, and every other relayed connection had a matching rate of 85% or higher. For
un-relayed connections, the average match rate never rose above 15%, and was often much lower. The
highest found matching rate for an unrelated connection was 31.11%. The difference between the
lowest match rate of a correct connection and the highest match count of an incorrect connection
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AK1 AK1 AK2 AK3 AK2 AK1 AK2 AK3 AK3 AK1 AK2 AK3
T1 99.06 8.41 0 T1 0 99.18 6.5 T1 0 14.47 99.34
T2 99.12 0 0 T2 0 98.64 10.81 T2 0 9.09 93.7
T3 90.35 0 0 T3 0 98.88 8.88 T3 0 6.33 98.59
T4 90.22 0 0 T4 0 90.90 9.09 T4 11.61 12.25 99.35
T5 99.13 0 5.17 T5 0 98.48 9.09 T5 0 6 99.33
T6 90.82 0 0 T6 0 98.14 0 T6 0 1.95 97.56
T7 99.13 0 0 T7 0 91.54 8.54 T7 8 4 99.33
T8 99.16 0 0 T8 0 93.58 8.97 T8 0 4.45 96.81
T9 99.20 0 0 T9 0 92.95 8.45 T9 5.2 2.89 97.10
T10 91.11 0 13.33 T10 0 97.40 9.09 T10 6.85 6.85 97.14

Table 3: Testing match rate results at AWS2

AK1 AK1 AK2 AK3 AK2 AK1 AK2 AK3 AK3 AK1 AK2 AK3
T1 99.06 0 0 T1 0 98.64 21.62 T1 0 14.47 99.34
T2 99.12 0 0 T2 0 98.88 15.55 T2 0 9.09 93.70
T3 95.57 0 0 T3 9.09 89.39 9.09 T3 0 6.33 98.59
T4 96.21 0 6.06 T4 0 98.48 0 T4 11.61 12.25 99.35
T5 99.13 0 6.03 T5 0 90.14 8.45 T5 0 6 99.33
T6 95.45 0 0 T6 0 98.14 0 T6 0 1.95 97.56
T7 99.13 0 0 T7 0 90.14 8.54 T7 8 4 99.33
T8 99.16 0 0 T8 0 93.58 17.94 T8 0 4.45 96.81
T9 99.20 0 0 T9 0 92.95 8.45 T9 5.2 2.89 97.10
T10 97.2 6.14 4.46 T10 0 97.36 8.45 T10 6.85 6.85 97.14

Table 4: Testing match rate results at AWS3

AK1 AK1 AK2 AK3 AK2 AK1 AK2 AK3 AK3 AK1 AK2 AK3
T1 99.06 0 5.6 T1 0 95.93 3.25 T1 0 19.07 96.71
T2 95.61 0 0 T2 10.81 98.64 18.91 T2 0 9.15 96.47
T3 95.57 0 0 T3 0 98.88 18.88 T3 0 2.79 97.90
T4 99.13 0 4.54 T4 0 98.48 9.09 T4 0 3.22 99.35
T5 99.13 0 6.89 T5 0 91.04 14.92 T5 0 4.66 99.33
T6 95.45 0 0 T6 0 98.14 0 T6 5.85 2.43 97.56
T7 99.13 0 0 T7 0 90.00 0 T7 5.33 0 98.66
T8 99.16 0 6.66 T8 0 93.58 19.23 T8 0 3.82 4.9
T9 99.20 0 0 T9 0 97.18 8.45 T9 5.2 2.89 97.10
T10 97.2 6.14 17.3 T10 0 98.66 18.66 T10 9.71 2.85 99.42

Table 5: Testing match rate results at AWS4

AK1 AK1 AK2 AK3 AK2 AK1 AK2 AK3 AK3 AK1 AK2 AK3
T1 95.32 0 10.28 T1 0 95.93 4.06 T1 0 24.34 96.71
T2 95.61 0 0 T2 0 93.24 10.81 T2 0 2.81 96.47
T3 95.57 9.73 0 T3 0 94.44 12.22 T3 0 4.92 96.47
T4 88.63 0 5.3 T4 9.09 92.42 18.18 T4 3.87 5.16 96.77
T5 95.68 0 6.03 T5 0 90.90 15.15 T5 0 7.33 99.33
T6 95.45 0 5.45 T6 0 90.74 11.11 T6 3.9 2.43 97.56
T7 95.65 0 0 T7 0 91.54 12.67 T7 7.94 0 91.39
T8 95.83 0 10 T8 5.12 93.58 19.23 T8 2.54 3.82 86.62
T9 98.41 0 0 T9 7.14 91.42 17.14 T9 2.89 2.89 97.10
T10 99.44 0 7.82 T10 12 92.00 16 T10 11.42 2.85 97.14

Table 6: Testing match rate results at AWS5
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AK1 AK1 AK2 AK3 AK2 AK1 AK2 AK3 AK3 AK1 AK2 AK3
T1 99.06 0 5.6 T1 5.69 99.18 7.31 T1 6.57 15.78 99.34
T2 99.12 0 0 T2 12.16 98.64 24.32 T2 0 4.92 99.29
T3 76.99 7.07 0 T3 0 95.55 31.11 T3 7.74 14.78 99.29
T4 99.24 0 6.06 T4 0 78.78 21.21 T4 6.45 16.77 98.06
T5 99.13 0 0 T5 0 89.23 12.3 T5 0 18.66 94
T6 93.63 0 20 T6 0 98.14 11.11 T6 3.41 10.73 97.56
T7 99.13 0 0 T7 6.94 90.27 8.33 T7 8 13.33 99.33
T8 94.16 0 5 T8 0 88.46 26.92 T8 3.79 9.49 92.4
T9 84.92 0 0 T9 7.04 97.18 30.98 T9 12.13 0 99.42
T10 99.44 10.61 12.84 T10 0 98.68 7.89 T10 16 6.85 99.42

Table 7: Testing match rate results at AWS6

Attack1 Attack2 Attack3
Attack1 96.40% 0.98% 3.42%
Attack2 1.42% 94.56% 11.97%
Attack3 3.62% 6.35% 96.92%

Table 8: CrossAttack, Weighted Results, With TS baselining.

was over 40%.

6 Conclusion

The contents of encrypted packets are not accessible, but the header fields of an encrypted packet are not
encrypted. We found that the length of an encrypted packets following a certain rule regardless its en-
cryption algorithm. In this paper, we modelling network traffic as a sequence of Send and Echo packets
including the number of packets captured in a certain period of time, packet length, starting timestamp,
and ending timestamp. We obtain two sequences from the incoming and outgoing connection of a host
respectively. In this paper, we propose an algorithm to find potential sequence matches and select the best
match to determining the similarity of the two sequences. The higher the similarity of two sequences,
the higher suspicious a host is used as a stepping-stone. Multiple experimental results over the Internet
Amazon cloud servers show that the average matching rate for relayed connections was between 94% and
96%. For un-relayed connections, the average matching rate never rose above 15%. This method also
has a significant advantage over some other monitoring methods by being totally position-independent:
it does not matter where the sensor is located in a connection chain when performing stepping-stone
intrusion detection.
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